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The Circle is an archetype that is in our Consciousness as humans. We are aware of our daily 

time as Light-day and Dark-night.  

 

We coincide with our ‘activity’ as relevant leisure and also ritualistically. Our circle 

consciousness is an centric – force & is reinforcement in our World – shared, beautiful, 

rhythmic.  

 

The word ‘sun’ and the terms ‘rise’ and ‘set’ are aware word vibrations that acknowledge are 

line familiarities. The Line is creativity – forming, citing, self-recognising – Energetically strong.  

We exist with these “collective commons”. Any competition we have reflects interpretations of 

sun government. Lines are poetic and they are configurations that find wave in the arc, treble 

clef, circle and other embodiments of weave energy. 

 

 

Sunrise is the body waking up to acknowledge the new day. Activity like drawing curtains and 

going for a morning cycle ( walk or jog ) may be Beginning and the Return to Recognition as 

part of daily routine.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sunset is an ‘aware shift’ with contrast to Sunrise. Our body is Reception and Embodiment 

in Cosm reflex and Episode to Stories inherent within our shared worlds. We are aware of 

pace and day release in phasing activity. We register to refresh through activity.  
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The Circle doesn’t compete. It exists to give and honour life. It is a generative cognition and 

that timing of the arc we can’t change.  

Drawing Circles is pivot understood. With extension we praise the Horizon Line to deepen 

connectivity and understand our Relativity. 

 

We exist in our perimeter awareness and with migration-response. The Horizon is like a 

Doorway, another archway key. 

 

 

Activity: Using an A4 page, place the paper as a Landscape format. Then draw a middle-

line to halve the paper.  

 

Study the meditative earthing of time.  

 

 

 

 

Thresholds & Passageways II: Emotional Prosperity & Soul-aspect Healing is Erin’s 

second book. You can read about her resources on the Holistic Arts & Healing Page.  

 

 

 


